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3. Blockchains, Tokens and Token Economic-Systems

3.1. An Introduction to Blockchain
A blockchain is a special form of distributed database (“distributed ledger”) that is shared

over a computer network such as the Internet. Each computer node in the network may

contain a copy of the ledger. The participating nodes communicate without a central server

in the form of a “peer-to-peer” network. By using cryptographic processes based on digital

signatures and hash algorithms, blockchains allow the creation of a trustworthy

decentralized database in which data can be transparently stored in a way that is immutable

for potential attackers. A consensus process is used to ensure that all nodes have the same

view of the data and that a consistent state is achieved.

The advantages of using blockchains (or DLTs in general) lie primarily in decentralization,

which enables software architectures without a central server or a trusted third party. The

use of blockchain technology can ensure the collaboration of numerous independent actors

who do not fully trust each other. The decentralized approach also ensures automatic data

replication, whereas the consensus mechanism provides a consistent view of the shared

state by each participant. This guarantees the resilience of the system, so that even if

individual nodes fail, the blockchain as a whole continues to function (no single point of

failure).

Probably the most important argument for using blockchain technology is the maximum

transparency and traceability of transactions. Originators, times and contents of all

transactions as well as their sequence are clearly visible to all parties involved. When using a

permissioned blockchain, companies can decide for themselves which data should be

shared with which other partners.

In summary, Blockchain and other Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT) are a

database-technology that allows for the secured and tamper-proof recording of transactions

by a permissionless peer-to-peer network. Due to their properties such as immutability of

transactions and transparency, blockchains can be used to create a unified data layer for all

participants of a system. Most importantly, this enables the creation, storage and transfer

not only of information but also of value.

There are currently well over 1,000 different blockchains, as well as related technologies,

generally referred to by the term “distributed ledger technology” (DLT). The underlying

protocols of these systems can vary widely. Since the launch of the Bitcoin blockchain12

several alternatives have been proposed that improve certain aspects of the technology. For

example, Ethereum has introduced so-called “smart contracts”13, which are decentralized

13 Buterin (2013)

12 Nakamoto (2008)
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computer programs that can automatically make changes to the blockchain in response to

certain events, helping to bring business logic on-chain and automate business processes.

An interesting extension of the Blockchain concept consists of the possibility to create

so-called tokens. Tokens are digital assets i.e. purely digital objects with certain rights

attached to them. For example, the Ethereum protocol defines standardized token contracts

(e.g. ERC-20 and ERC-721) that can be used as a basis for token-based applications14.

Tokens can be generated and exchanged by smart contracts. Depending on the rights

attached to a token, several types of tokens can be distinguished. So-called utility tokens

can be used to access services provided by a blockchain ecosystem. Security Tokens

represent the ownership of a digital or physical asset. So-called payment tokens – as the

name implies – represent a form of value that can be used for the purchase of goods and

services.) For a more detailed discussion see chapter 3.4. on regulatory considerations

(below).

Blockchains and Energy Waste
One common misunderstanding about Blockchain is that the operation of a blockchains

requires vast amounts of energy to operate15. However, blockchains have to be understood

as a technology family rather than a single technology. There are numerous Blockchain

protocols with different characteristics. While it is true that some of these protocols (e.g.

Bitcoin) rely on energy-extensive processes to ensure system security, this is not true for the

Blockchain technology family as a whole.

Having identified energy waste as a major drawback of older protocols, newer protocols (e.g.

Tezos, Cardano, Avalanche or Solana) use improved processes such as proof-of-stake

consensus mechanisms that dramatically reduce energy consumption per transaction16.

For example, while the operation of the Bitcoin protocol is estimated at more than 100 TWh

per year, the operation of the Tezos protocol is estimated to use only 0,1GWh per year17.

17 CCRI 2022a, Cryptoadvantage.com 2022

16 CCRI 2022a, CCRI 2022b, Cryptoadvantage.com 2022

15 CCRI 2022b, Statista 2022

14 see https://ethereum.org/en/developers/docs/standards/tokens/erc-20/ and
https://ethereum.org/en/developers/docs/standards/tokens/erc-721/
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3.2. Token Economic Systems
The application of blockchain technology in specific projects can happen in a variety of

ways. One particularly interesting perspective enabled by blockchain technology is the

introduction of so-called token-economic systems which are centered around cryptographic

tokens. Tonnissen; Beinke & Teuteberg (2020) define “a token-based ecosystem [as] the

alignment structure of a multilateral set of partners for a defined period of time who, through

the active shaping of relationships, pursue a common goal of creating common added value

for all actors through a central value proposition with tokens as the value proposition of the

ecosystem.”18 Token-based ecosystems can be understood as a network of relationships

within a community that is supported by blockchain-based infrastructure in order to create

and distribute value.

Tokens are central for such a system, as they are used as a unit of value in order to

distribute benefits for contributing users and in turn enable these users to access products

and services provided by the ecosystem. Within the ecosystems tokens can be thought of

as the “digital currency” of this ecosystem.19 As such tokens can be used for transferring

value between business partners as a unit of account or as a store of wealth. Additionally,

as tokens can also be flexibly designed, they can help to incentive people to use a specific

service managed via the blockchain20 or achieve network effects for the community and the

ecosystem.21

3.3. Examples
There are numerous examples of token economic systems being implemented for a wide

variety of use cases. The following examples try to give an impression of the bandwidth in

which these systems have been implemented.

Wiener Kultur Token: The non-profit Kultur-Token is a project that fosters environmentally

friendly and sustainable mobility behavior. The app which is sponsored by the City of Vienna

mainly pursues non-financial goals that contribute to the achievement of the UN Sustainable

Development Goals.22 The app rewards citizens and encourages low-carbon modes of

transportation by incentivizing users with tokens that can be used to access local museums

and other cultural venues. The mobility behavior of users is automatically tracked. Currently

22 Foster, Lamura & Hackel (2020)

21 Chen (2018)

20 Pikington (2015), Conley (2017), Wenger (2016)

19 Mougayar (2017)

18 Tonnissen; Beinke & Teuteberg  (2020), p. 309
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tracking of four modes of transportation is supported: car, bicycle/scooter, walking and

public transport.

When users use an environmentally friendly mode of transportation (e.g. bicycle/scooter,

walking or public transport), they are rewarded Kultur-Tokens that can be subsequently used

at several cultural institutions like museums, concerts halls or theaters. The tokens earned

as well as tickets bought for these tokens are stored as voucher tokens on a blockchain

system. The system currently consists of three nodes and uses a so-called

“Proof-of-Authority” mechanism.23

Basic Attention Token: The Basic Attention Token (BAT) is a blockchain-based advertising

system. The system lets users earn tokens by viewing advertisements while they are surfing

the internet. Furthermore, they have multiple options to specify which and how many ads

they would like to see in a given time period. Generally, users receive about 70% of the

advertising revenues generated by the system as a compensation for their attention. Users

can then use these tokens to individually reward content creators (e.g. bloggers, news

outlets) who they like.

The BAT is based on the common ERC-20-token standard and stored on a blockchain

system. BAT is utilized within this ecosystem as a payment token allowing advertisers,

users, and publishers to spend, earn and receive BATS. Users only require the Brave

Browser as well as a wallet in order to participate in the system.24

Filecoin is a decentralized data storage network. It allows users with storage needs to

redundantly store data. Users with excess storage can sell their excess storage. Users pay

these storage providers in Filecoin’s native token to store and distribute the encrypted data

on the network.25

3.4. Regulatory Considerations for Tokens
New types of legal questions arise in connection with blockchain applications. These legal

questions are currently discussed in the scientific community and have not been finally

evaluated. This section tries to give an overview of relevant legal topics and a preliminary

and simplified evaluation of some relevant legal issues.26

Purpose and function of a token define the applicability of legal regulations. The

technological flexibility of Blockchain leads to numerous design possibilities, some on the

26 For detailed explanation please see Appendix A
25 filecoin.com (2022); messari.io (2022)

24 brave.com (2022); messari.io (2022)

23 Foster, Lamura & Hackel (2020)
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technical level of a system, some in direct use for consumers. Thus several regulatory fields

may be relevant, ranging from consumer protection to strict regulatory measures in capital

market and supervisory law.27 Moreover, the classification of tokens has different

approaches both in literature and international context.

The classification made by the Austrian Financial Markets Authority (FMA)28 divides tokens

into

● Security Tokens,

● Payment Tokens,

● Utility Tokens,

● Hybrid Tokens with individual characteristics from several token categories.

This legal classification serves as a guideline and the token types described throughout this

paper refer to this classification.

Security Token represent claims to payments of a certain amount of money against the

issuer, they are similar to traditional securities such as bonds or shares.29

Apart from pecuniary rights a security token can also cover administrative rights, such as

voting and participation. A token classified as a security results in a large number of

requirements under financial market law including the publishing of a prospectus or

concession obligations to name a few.30

Payment Tokens represent a certain value and are not intended for any other use than to

purchase goods and services. According to the FMA, the review and regulatory treatment of

payment tokens depend on the individual use case and the specific structure of the token.

The most important concessions for approval depend on the concrete usage of the token as

a payment at third party acceptors and whether it can be purchased or exchanged for

money. The relevant factor for the issuance of payment instruments is personalization.31

The FMA considers payment tokens as e-money on principle, applying the E-Money Act

2010 also to regulate the license of the issuing body.

Utility tokens are primarily used to provide the holder with a benefit in relation to a specific

product or service32, such as granting access to a digital platform, they can hold

32 ibid [19]

31 ibid [14]

30 ibid [9] and [10]

29 ibid [5]

28 ibid [3]

27 cf. Appendix A, Token based systems from a supervisory law perspective, [1]
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participation rights in development of products and services, and will be issued as a reward

for certain behavior or for the achievement of certain defined goals within the token system.

However, utility tokens are often hybrid tokens, fulfilling the function of payment or security

tokens. That is, the purpose defines the regulatory categorization – which will vary

depending on the designed purpose. However, the business model defines what specific

purpose is assigned to the token. The hybrid token will be classified as payment token, if

payment function is added as a function. In summary, a case-by-case analysis is always

necessary to define whether financial market law is applicable. Furthermore, European

regulations are also planned for utility tokens in the future.

Outlook at European level

Within the Digital finance package33 of the EU Commission a new supervisory regime for

so-called crypto assets, the Markets in Crypto-Assets Regulation (MiCA) was drafted. It is

intended to create a consistent regulatory framework for issuers and service providers of

crypto assets. A crypto asset is "a digital representation of value or rights that can be

electronically transferred and stored using distributed ledger technology or similar

technology".

In general, the MiCA-V provides for a threefold classification of crypto assets:

● Asset referenced tokens (ART)

● E-money tokens (EMT) and

● all other crypto tokens that are not tokens mentioned above (especially utility

tokens).34

However, MiCA does not apply to security tokens, as these already fall under a different and

stricter supervisory regime (including MiFID II, Prospectus Regulation).35

As of 6 June 2022 the MiCA is still at draft stage and will not enter into force before 2023.

35 ibid [27]

34 ibid [24-26]

33 cf. Appendix A, Token based systems from a supervisory law perspective,[23]
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4. Background
4.1. Energy Communities

Over the past couple of years the decentralization of generation has been a general trend in

energy markets. At the same time, the distinction between active producers and passive

consumers has become less clear. In-between forms like the prosumer who not only

consumes but also produces energy have developed.36

This empowerment of formerly passive consumers has been enabled by falling prices for

generation technologies (e.g. solar PV modules) as well as the digitalization of electricity

systems (e.g. increased control functionality introduced by smart meters)37. Especially

community co-operatives are growing in popularity, pooling resources to finance bigger

investments like wind turbines or solar PV installations to serve local demand and/or sell

back to the grid.38

The European legislator has facilitated the emergence of decentralized supply structures by

creating the possibility to establish so-called energy communities. An energy community is a

way for individuals as well as organizations from the non-power-sector to organize in order

to consume as well as generate energy. They come in various forms such as

community-based generation equipment, Citizen Energy Communities and Renewable

Energy Communities.

While these new organizational forms have slightly different characteristics and requirements

(such as e.g. the physical proximity of its members), the active participation of formerly

passive consumers in the energy sector is a main objective of the legislator.39 Furthermore,

energy communities are expected to bring ecological, economic or social community

benefits to its members or to the areas in which it is active.40, 41

4.1.1. Introduction to Energy Communities

In a Renewable Energy Community (REC), various types of members such as private

individuals and legal entities (e.g. municipalities, local authorities or even small or medium

companies) can organize together with the goal of producing, storing, consuming and

selling energy that surpasses their own individual property boundaries. While REC

membership is in general very open, there are some limitations.42

42 cf. Appendix A, Decentralized energy supply through energy communities [c (iii), c(iv)]

41 cf. Energiegemeinschaften (2021)

40 cf. Art 2 no 16 of the Renewable Energies Directive;

39 cf. Art 2 no 16 of the Renewable Energies Directive;

38 IAEI (2017), EnergyCities (2018)

37 Wiener Stadtwerke (2019)

36 EnergyCities (2018), Wiener Stadtwerke (2019), IAEI (2017)
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In order to transfer energy, energy communities normally use the electricity grid of the local

network operator. Local community participants are connected within the low voltage grid,

while participants of a regional REC are connected within the medium-voltage grid. However

that also means that RECs are limited to a local area as defined by power grid levels.

Members have to be located within the concession area of a single grid.

The aim of prosumers is to consume as much energy as possible that is generated by the

household or the renewable energy community itself and thereby buying less energy from

the public grid for a higher price. There are various ways to achieve such a higher

self-consumption rate for the focal actor.43 One way is via changes in the consumption

behavior of participants. That means shifting power consumption to times of high

production (of eg. a solar PV installation) by switching on household devices at appropriate

times. Another option is the use of storage systems such as batteries. Finally, a central

energy management system can also help to use the generated energy in a more efficient

way. These measures can increase the self-consumption rate from 20-30% to 50-70%.44

While the balance of supply and demand within the energy community is the main goal of an

energy community, normally there will be times of surplus demand or supply. Any such

energy is supplied to the general net. Any energy deficit has to be supplied from the network

provider.

From an infrastructure perspective, the basic requirement for all forms of energy

communities is to implement operational and active “intelligent” electricity meters (Smart

Meters).45 A smart metering system is an electronic system capable of measuring electricity

fed into the grid as well as electricity consumed from the grid, providing more information

than conventional meters. Additionally, such systems are capable of transmitting and

receiving data for information, monitoring, and control purposes, using electronic forms of

communication.

Due to their near real-time capabilities, smart meters can provide close to real-time

feedback on energy consumption and enable interested users to better manage their

consumption, thereby saving energy and lowering their electricity bill. Furthermore, smart

meters can also be the basis for dynamic energy pricing for households. Helped by smart

meters, consumers can adapt their energy usage to the fluctuating energy prices throughout

the day, enabling them to consume more during lower price periods and save money on

their energy bills.

Additional important components of the technical infrastructure are – naturally – the

generation facilities owned by the community or its members, any local community-owned

grid infrastructure and energy storage systems such as batteries. Last but not least, a key

component of any energy system is a software platform to manage the micro-grid.

45 European Commission (2017)

44 Verbraucherzentrale (2022)

43 Verbraucherzentrale (2022)
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4.1.2. Examples

There are already many examples of Renewable Energy Communities operating in Europe

and Austria. The following examples present some communities and concepts in the space.

REC Schnifis46

The Schnifis REC brings together a wide variety of consumers and producers. On the

consumer side about 20 households and several commercial enterprises participate in the

energy community. On the producer-side about 15 prosumers as well as a biogas plant and

a larger photovoltaic system are connected.

For prosumers, participation in the REC has economic benefits. For instance, instead of

installing a 4-5 kWp PV system optimized for self-consumption of a single household,

participants in the energy community install the maximum possible capacity and are able to

sell the excess electricity to the neighbors or the community – for a better price as the

OeMAG47 would take the electricity. This creates an economic incentive to participate in the

REC.

Another noteworthy aspect is the participation of the biogas plant which serves several

important functions within the community. First, it acts as a backup, if the photovoltaic

systems are not able to produce electricity (e.g due to bad weather). Second, the

participation of the biogas plant in the REC is a connection point to agricultural activities.

Not only does the plant use agricultural residuals to produce electricity or heat, it also

supplies agricultural operations with residuals from the plant processes as a high quality

resource.

From an infrastructure perspective, the energy community does not require a separate

power grid but uses the normal power grid for the transfer of actual energy. With the use of

smart meters, the network operator just has to provide the data, which is required for billing.

For management purposes, the REC operates a digital platform which manages automatic

billing and helps to optimize the community as a whole. The platform also gives participants

a community-wide overview and visualizes the current status of energy flows. The digital

platform is the heart of an energy community.

Project Atelier in Buiksloterham, Amsterdam by Spectral48

The focus of Project Atelier is the integration of several smaller microgrids in Buiksloterham’s

neighborhood in Amsterdam. The objective will be to integrate these diverse microgrids into

48 SmartEn (2020), amsterdamuas.com (2020)

47 OeMAG is a central player in the Austrian energy market, tasked with the management of subsidies
and related matters in relation to renewable energy sources (https://www.oem-ag.at).

46 ILAB (2021), Seidl (2021), Energiewending.at (2021)
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a district-level smart-grid to better balance generation and consumption of locally produced

energy while staying independent.

The microgrids to be connected are very diverse in nature (ranging from newly developed

mixed-use areas to a local energy cooperative) with a wide variety of existing infrastructure

(e.g. PV installations of different sizes, heat pumps, heat storage, electric vehicle charging

stations, home batteries as well as a centralized battery system). Connected via Spectral’s

local Energy Market platform, these grids will be able to exchange energy between

themselves, opening up new revenue streams for each microgrid while at the same time

better balancing the flow of energy within them.

Harmon’Yeu supported by Tiko & Engie49

The Harmon’Yeu project is a good example for the optimization of self-consumption in an

energy community. It consists of 23 households in the town Ile d’Yeu (including 5 prosumer

participants) which share the electricity produced by solar panels. The project has a rate of

self-consumption of over 90% of the energy produced. This is made possible by the smart

management of each participant by a central party. Each household is equipped with a

smart meter and a gateway to enable the management of consumption. This is used to

optimally match generation and consumption of energy.

Additionally, the infrastructure of the community includes a battery solution and heat pumps

that allow the storage of energy that is not immediately used. Participants are informed

about their “energy activities” via a frontend app.

Cleanwatts50

While not an REC itself, Cleanwatts is an interesting example for a full-service provider for

energy communities. The services of Cleanwatts include the installation of generation assets

for a REC, provision of documentary requirements towards the regulator, negotiation with

the local grid operator and the provision of management software (for energy flows and

transactions). After setting up a REC, Cleanwatts also takes over operational processes for

the community, such as billing, onboarding of new REC members as well as consulting

members on efficiency and optimization.

As an additional benefit, Cleanwatts’ offer is built as a zero-capex model for customers,

meaning that any upfront investments are financed by third parties.

4.1.3. Blockchain and Energy Communities

As energy markets today are transforming towards a large number of suppliers and buyers,

it is important to enable a diverse set of participants to exchange energy. The interaction

50 SmartEn (2020), cleanwatts.energy (2022)

49 SmartEn (2020)
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between these actors and the associated processes requires a high degree of

standardization and trust which can be facilitated by a blockchain-based infrastructure.51

Normally intermediary parties are required for validating transactions and for ensuring

trustworthiness of information across parties. In a blockchain-based system, these trust

functions can be embedded directly into the infrastructure itself. In situations where high

levels of security and data protection are required for different applications, blockchain

technology can offer a transparent ledger that securely records all transactions. This

eliminates the need for third-party verification. Blockchain technology has the potential to

serve as an infrastructure solution for decentralized energy systems and help leverage the

benefits of these systems by enabling an environment where everyone can trade, pay, and

even deliver energy to others.52

Figure 1: Basic structure of blockchain-based infrastructure for direct energy exchange53

Numerous use cases such as transaction processing and invoicing, documentation of asset

ownership, energy certification and verification or P2P marketplaces have been suggested

for or implemented based on blockchain.54 In the connection of energy systems, and more

specifically energy communities the role of blockchain is that of an information infrastructure

that supports the grid infrastructure.

54 Pichler et al (2018)

53 European Commission (2017)

52 Van Leeuwen, Gijs et al (2022)

51 Kouveliotis-Lysikatos et al (2019)
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The blockchain infrastructure is used to exchange information as well as value, to manage

the network and to automate business logic via smart contracts. For example, blockchain

can be used for Direct Energy Exchange (see figure 1 above55). In such a scenario a

consumer will ask for energy from a smart contract on the blockchain. The smart contract

automatically checks if the requested amount of energy is currently available at one or more

producers. If this is the case, it will forward to them the consumer’s request. At this stage, it

is possible for (automatic) price negotiations between the consumer and the producer. For

instance, producers might already define a fixed price for the energy they sell or they can

use a more dynamic approach and set the price per request, adapting it to the current

supply and demand. Likewise, the consumer may have set a maximum price on which he

would be interested in buying energy and in a similar way the producer may have set a

minimum price for selling energy. The negotiations can be then carried out by a smart

contract that will seek to find an ideal compromise. Once the price has been agreed both

parties digitally sign the agreement, again through a smart contract, and the money that will

be involved in the transaction is sent to a predefined address that functions as an escrow

account. The final step is to perform the actual energy transfer. Here, a middleware

controller handles the energy transfer. It controls the energy flow from both the producer’s

and the consumer’s smart meter.56

4.1.4. Examples

The following examples selected represent the core aspects which are examined for the

REC Stanzertal. However, worldwide there are numerous use cases for blockchain

technology in the energy sector.

Viertel 2 (Vienna)57 is a small office and residential neighborhood in Vienna’s Leopoldstadt

district. From an infrastructure perspective, the project combines several PV-installations as

generation facilities. As an additional component, an electricity storage facility with a

capacity of around 70 kWh was installed in December 2019. This corresponds to the daily

consumption of more than ten households in Viertel Zwei. This neighborhood storage

system ensures greater efficiency and higher self-consumption, as it enables the use of

locally generated solar power in the evening/at night and at times of bad weather. The

battery also enables so-called “peak shaving”: instead of drawing power from the grid, the

stored power can be taken from the battery during peak consumption. Peak loads can be

“shaved off”. In the future, the storage facility will also be able to be used as an active

participant in the energy market in order to sell excess electricity as balancing energy to

stabilize the grid.

57 Wien Energie (2022), Wien Energie (2021)

56 European Commission (2017)

55 European Commission (2017)
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All energy transactions generated within the community are recorded on a blockchain-based

system. This unified data layer serves as the basis for billing and the efficient use of the

shared storage facility. This makes it possible to clearly trace the origin of the community

electricity from the local PV system, the district storage facility or from the electricity grid.

Additionally, it enables Wien Energie as the manager to offer customized tariff types tailored

to participants’ consumption patterns and preferences. For residents it offers the benefits

that they can view their energy consumption and costs at any time via an online platform.

For the exchange in energy communities, the blockchain technology has decisive

advantages, such as secure, transparent billing, complete tracing and identification. The

blockchain solutions used in Viertel Zwei have been continuously developed and are already

being used outside of Viertel Zwei with the public solar power plant in “Schafflerhofstraße”.

Brooklyn Microgrid58 is a pioneer in the field of P2P energy trading based on blockchain. In

this US energy community each participating house in a neighborhood acts as an energy

producer and consumer. When the house generates energy the smart meter records the

energy production/injection and creates an energy token for the homeowner’s account. The

homeowner can then sell these tokens to other participants in the microgrid. Buyers of the

token can subsequently use the tokens to receive energy from the microgrid. When the

energy consumer’s smart meter detects the inflow of energy, the tokens representing this

energy are automatically destroyed.

4.1.5. Regulatory Considerations

New types of legal questions arise in connection with energy communities. These legal

questions are currently discussed in the scientific community and have not been finally

evaluated. Additionally, the concrete implementation of EU-wide standards is being under

way. This section tries to give an overview of relevant topics and a preliminary and simplified

evaluation of some relevant legal issues.59

Due to the high degree of regulation in the energy industry and the dependence of the

economic success of corresponding decentralized business models on regulatory

framework conditions, the European legislator has created specific regulatory instruments to

facilitate the emergence of decentralized supply structures.

The regulatory instruments created on European level were incorporated into the Austrian

legal system by the national legislator and elevated to the rank of legally recognized energy

industry actors.

59 For detailed information please see Appendix A.
58 brooklynmicrogrid.com (2015), European Commission (2017)
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The Renewable Energy Expansion Act Package60 distinguishes between several forms of

energy communities:

● Community generating installations (Gemeinschaftliche Erzeugungsanlagen – GEA)

pursuant to §16a of the Electricity Industry and Organization Act 2010[2] (hereinafter:

EIWOG)

● Citizen Energy Communities (Bürgerenergiegemeinschaften – BEG) pursuant to §16b

EIWOG

● Renewable Energy Communities (REC, Erneuerbare Energie Gemeinschaften – EEG)

pursuant to § 16c EIWOG and §§79 et seq of the Renewable Energy Expansion Act

(hereinafter: EAG). The legal basis for the REC at European level is Art 22 of the

Renewable Energy Directive (RED II) of 11 December 2018.61

Since the EAG package is still very new and there is no case law on the new energy

communities, the questions of delimitation, differentiation as well as commonalities cannot

yet be fully answered. A separate examination of individual cases therefore is indispensable.

For this paper the focus lies on how RECs advance the production of renewable energy and

self-sufficiency by creating a possibility for private individuals and other actors to join

together across property boundaries. The energy produced in the REC’s plants is to be used

thereby again together.

From a legal perspective, a REC is a regulatory instrument to facilitate decentralized local

and sustainable energy supply.

A REC’s main goals are:

- to produce energy from renewable sources

- to consume its own energy, store it or sell it (esp. to its members);

- to be active in the field of aggregation and provide other energy services.

- to preserve the rights and obligations of the participating grid users,

- to respect in particular the free choice of suppliers

- to operate a grid62.

In contrast to Citizen Energy Communities, RECs are allowed to operate not only in the

electricity sector but also other energy related sectors such as heating and cooling.

However, they are limited to renewable energy sources.

62 §16c para 2 EIWOG
61 Appendix A, Decentralized energy supply through energy communities, [4]
60 Appendix A, Decentralized energy supply through energy communities [1]
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Thus, a REC’s purpose may not be financial gain, nor may members or shareholders regard

energy production as their main commercial or professional activity. Generators controlled

by a utility, suppliers or other electricity traders may not participate in a REC. However, the

current legislation has not defined clear guidelines on the participation of subsidiaries and

associated companies of such energy providers. Thus the preconditions for participation

must be examined in detail for the case in question.63

Local delimitation and the definition of close connection to the consumers (“Nähekriterium”)

affect grid usage charges and are a distinct criterion between local and regional RECs as far

as local or regional tariffs are concerned. The REC users are exempt from payments such as

the Renewable Energy Contribution or the Green Gas Contribution for their energy

purchase. Electricity that is generated but not consumed within a REC can be subsidized by

market premiums up to a maximum of 50 % of the total amount of electricity generated

within a REC.64 However, no market premium is granted for the electricity consumed by the

members or the community.

Ownership is assigned to the community itself, its members or third parties. The power of

disposition of these plants must in principle accrue to the community itself, except for

prosumers, the self-consumption by community members. The operation and maintenance

can be taken by third parties (e.g. energy companies). Contracting and leasing models are

also permissible. Furthermore grid users have a legal right towards grid operators to

participate in an energy pool. Metering and billing as well as information obligations are also

regulated according to present legal standards. Municipalities or municipal enterprises not

bigger than SMEs may participate in a REC if the energy generation does not lead to profits

by marketing and selling to third parties. However, if the electricity was used only for the

benefit of its members or the sale made exclusively within that municipality, a specific local

reference occurs and a profit orientation would therefore be denied.

64 Appendix A, Decentralized energy supply through energy communities, [17]
63 Appendix A, Decentralized energy supply through energy communities, [10]
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4.2. Local Currencies
4.2.1. Introduction to Local Currencies

According to Kennedy and Lietaer (2004), complementary currencies are "a general

agreement within a community (...) to accept something other than the official legal currency

for the exchange of goods and services". In Austria, the National Bank is the exclusive

authority to issue banknotes. (see also below 4.2.3 Regulatory Considerations).65

Bode (2004) defines four characteristics that distinguish a local currency from “main means”

of payment, such as the Euro:

● the use and acceptance of a local currency is voluntary, as it is not an official mean

of payment,

● it is valid in a defined geographically limited area and bears a regionally specific

designation in each case,

● when it is exchanged for another regional currency or for the national currency, it

incurs an exchange fee,

● no interest can be earned with it.66

Central to this is the so-called circulation impulse: This ensures that money remains in

circulation and is repeatedly returned to the local economy. Kennedy and Lietaer assume

that a local currency is successful if it is used for 30% of all economic transactions in the

geographically defined area.67

4.2.2. Examples

In the following selected examples of an analog local currency in Austria as well as

blockchain-based local currencies from Europe are presented:

Waldviertler, Lower Austria, Austria68

2005-2016

The Waldviertel region, like many

peripheral rural regions in Austria, is

strongly affected by a loss of

purchasing power, population decline

and emigration as well as a

68 walviertler-regional.at (2017)

67 Roth (2019)

66 Roth (2012) p. 19

65 Roth (2012) p. 15
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challenging regional economic situation. In order to counteract these negative developments

in the region and to strengthen identification within the region, the Waldviertel currency was

introduced in 2005 as a complementary currency to the Euro. In 2016, the regional currency

was discontinued.

The Waldviertler is one of the oldest complementary currencies in Austria and was the

“internal payment instrument” of the association for regional economy from the Waldviertel.

The association is considered the initiator of the local currency and also administered it until

2016. Legally, the Waldviertler is equivalent to a voucher system.

In 2008, the Association for Regional Economy entered into a cooperation with the

Volksbank in Heidenreichstein, which from then on was the central issuing point for the local

currency.

The cooperation with the bank also simplified participation for businesses and companies in

the region and ensured counterfeit protection due to the consecutive serial number of the

vouchers. In the event of financial damage that could arise from the use of the local

currency, the association and the bank were each liable for 50%. In order to prevent the

currency from being held back and to secure its circulation, measures were taken in this

regard. Thus, the Waldviertler lost 2% of its value per quarter, which created an incentive for

the rapid circulation of the Waldviertler. The validity of the “vouchers” was limited to one

year. When a Waldviertler was purchased, 1 Waldviertler was equivalent to 1 Euro.

In 2013, it was possible to pay with the Waldviertler regional currency at a total of 206

member businesses. In 2009, there were about 40,000 Waldviertler in circulation. Starting in

2011, the municipality of Heidenreichstein in Lower Austria made it possible to pay

municipal taxes with the Waldviertler local currency.69 In 2016, about 55.600 Waldviertler

were in circulation.70

In 2016, the Waldviertler Association for Regional Economy had to discontinue the

Waldviertler local currency due to cost savings by local banks and the end of the

cooperation in this regard. In an interview with the Wiener Zeitung, a member from the

association explained that they could not have done it with volunteers alone.71

This example shows that the administration of a local currency involves a lot of effort. By

introducing a DLC, this effort can possibly be reduced, increasing the chances of success

for such a currency.

71 wienerzeitung.at (2017)

70 N.N. (2014)

69 Wikipedia (2018)
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Relevance to Stanz:

- Strengthening of the regional cycle / regional value creation.

- Networking of different population groups through common use of the

Waldviertler

- Foundation of a regional identity

- Raising awareness for regionality and emission reduction by purchasing locally

- Need for professional management or for automation of administration

Elio Token, Lebrija, Spain72

Introduced since: 2020

With the onset of the Covid-19

pandemic, the city of Lebrija in the

province of Seville introduced the Elio

token to strengthen the regional

economy and socially weaker citizens.

In the process, the municipality

circulated a total of €60,000 in tokens.

This money came from the municipal

fund, which was originally earmarked

for events in the city, but could not be

used for them due to the pandemic.

Based on a small basic income,

around 600 citizens of Lebrija are thus

entitled to the token and can receive a

financial contribution of a maximum of

€ 200.

Families receive tokens worth €50 per child and have a total of three months after receiving

the Elio tokens to spend them. One Elio token is equivalent to one Euro.

Eligible persons download the Elio app for their smartphone and register as a "user". To do

this, a user name, phone number, e-mail address and password has be entered and the

privacy policy has to be accepted. Subsequently, the municipality receives a request about

the Elio token application. If this is checked and approved, the tokens are displayed in the

app and can be used there. Subsequently, the people who are entitled to the Elio token can

72 lebrija.es (2020)
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make their purchases at participating service providers and stores at a 50% discount. The

remaining 50% of the price will be reimbursed in the form of Elio tokens.

It is important for participating entrepreneurs who also use the Elio service that the invoice is

issued in the name of the buyer, indicates the invoice number, the date, the name of the

purchased item/service, and shows the VAT. This invoice is then photographed by

businesses within the app. If the invoice is uploaded in the app, the entrepreneur will be

reimbursed by the municipality for the remaining 50% of the purchased amount. Thus,

companies have the opportunity to be reimbursed for the Elio token in the form of Euro by

the local government.

In general, only people and companies that are located in Lebrija and thus live there or have

their location there can use the Elio token. Therefore, the token cannot be used beyond

regional borders. It is also not possible for private individuals who are entitled to the Elio

token to exchange it for Euro. The app is available free of charge in the respective app

stores. Providing the app cost the municipality around €12,000.

Relevance to Stanz:

- Strengthening the local economy

- Motivation to buy in the village

- Additional financial support for socially weaker citizens during the Corona

pandemic / ad. Stanz: support with energy poverty

EnergieKnip, Emmen, Netherlands73

Introduced since: January 2022

The EnergieKnip serves to incentivize

environmentally friendly behavior of the

citizens in the municipality of Emmen,

the Netherlands. The municipality has

earmarked a total of € 150.000 for this

purpose. Currently € 60.000 has been

spent. The pilot project will continue

until the budget of € 150.000 is

completely used up.

To participate, postcards with QR

codes were sent out to a total of

73 EnergieKnip (2022)
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49,000 Emmen households. Subsequently, people who want to receive the EnergieKnip

have to download a free app from the respective app stores and scan the QR code on the

postcard to register. Each QR code corresponds to a wallet and can therefore only be

redeemed once. Following this, a wallet is unlocked in the app. By completing

questionnaires in the app, participants can collect points and earn an "energy-saving box".

The questionnaires essentially cover the topics of individual energy management and

awareness. For each fully completed questionnaire, participants receive five points in the

app, which correspond to a value of €5.

Thus, users can collect a maximum of 50 points in the app, corresponding to a value of €

50. With the points generated by the questionnaires, users of EnergieKnip can buy energy

saving boxes in selected DIY stores in the municipality of Emmen. These energy saving

boxes contain, among other things, LED lamps, radiator foils, pull strips, etc., which are

intended to help save energy in the home.

DIY stores where the energy saving boxes are available will be reimbursed by the

municipality in the form of Euro for the points they receive.

Relevance to Stanz:

- Monitoring energy saving behavior of the citizens of Emmen with  questionnaires

- Support to reach the climate goals

- Incentivization of energy saving in the population

- Strengthening of the regional added value

4.2.3. Regulatory Considerations

This section tries to give an overview of relevant topics and a preliminary and simplified

evaluation of some relevant legal issues with regards to regional or local currencies.74

Regional or local currencies have the same functions as money: medium of exchange, unit

of account and store of value. However, they are based on an individual contractual basis

and do not qualify as a legal tender.75

The characteristics of a regional currency are

● geographical limitation

● voluntary participation

● no general acceptance obligation

75 See Frießnegger, Einführung einer Regionalwährung, RFG 2012
74 For detailed information please see Appendix A.
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● limited period of validity (expiry date),

● regularly renewed during their validity period and counterfeit-proof

● not money in the legal sense

From a civil law perspective they are often qualified as vouchers. Their characteristic

features are that, firstly, they are issued by a certain entrepreneur and, secondly, they entitle

the customer to choose goods from the range of products of this entrepreneur up to the

maximum amount of the voucher's nominal value. A special aspect is that the validity of

such a voucher goes beyond the two-person relationship between the entrepreneur and the

customer.

The regional currency in form of a voucher is issued by a central body in the region (e.g.

municipality), but can be redeemed at several entrepreneurs who agree explicitly to this

process in advance. This multi-personal relationship does not change the legal qualification

as a voucher.76 Since the characteristics described above are also present in a virtual

regional currency, the comparison to (digital) vouchers can also be made here.

In addition to civil law aspects, tax law, data protection law (storage of customer data) and

regulatory aspects should also be taken into account.

Tax Law:

VAT treatment of vouchers was standardized in the EU by the Voucher Directive in 201977,

also introducing a definition of the term “voucher” and making a distinction between

single-purpose and multi-purpose vouchers.78 In brief, the multi-purpose voucher is treated

like payment for a service consumed and VAT is applicable when the voucher is redeemed.

Regulatory aspects for a regional currency:

§ 4 para 2 National Bank Act (Nationalbankgesetz – NBG) stipulates that the Austrian

National Bank (Österreichische Nationalbank – OeNB) has the exclusive right to issue

banknotes. In the case of regional currencies, there is no infringement of the monetary

monopoly, as they are not legal tender and usually are used in addition to the Euro. In the

case at hand an implementation of the regional currency does not seem problematic,

especially as the community of Stanz already has a local voucher system, the “Stanz

Gutschein.” However, restrictions from a supervisory law perspective are likely to occur due

to potential concession obligations following the E-Money Act 2010.79

79

https://www.ris.bka.gv.at/GeltendeFassung.wxe?Abfrage=Bundesnormen&Gesetzesnummer=200070
43 accessed on yyyyy

78 Art 30a no 1 Directive on the VAT system and Art 30a no 2 and 3 Directive on the VAT system, cit.
21 of Appendix

77 Appendix, cit. 20
76 See Frießnegger, RFG 2012, 138; FMA Letter 01/2020, 18
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In the case of issuing regional currencies (in the form of tokens), the E-Money Act 2010

could be applicable. The FMA considers payment tokens as e-money on principle, since

payment transactions are to be carried out with them and they are accepted by third parties

in lieu of payment.80 Due to the application of the E-Money Act, the issuing body (e.g. a

municipality) would have to be licensed by the Financial Market Authority (FMA) as an

e-money institution. However, the exemption of a limited network pursuant to § 2 para 3 no

1 E-Money Act could be relevant. In this case, the concession obligation would not apply.

This would be the case if returning the voucher to the issuer against reimbursement of the

purchase price.

Small and specific systems should not fall under the strict supervisory laws. However, as

soon as the system allows for broad applicability, regulatory provisions may be relevant. In

principle, open networks therefore do not fall under the exemption rule, as they are usually

intended for a constantly growing network of service providers. Broadly accepted tokens will

thus in any case not fall under a limited network.81

According to the FMA, whether a limited network exists is to be determined by the following

criteria:

● geographical range of the system

● the number of acceptors

● the diversity of products and services

● validity limits and any amount limits may also play a role.

In general, the FMA uses the different questions as criteria for the supervisory assessment

of whether a concession obligation may exist.82

82 Frießnegger, RFG 2012, 138.

81 § 11 para 1 Distance Selling Act (Fern- und Auswärtsgeschäfte-Gesetz – FAGG). The provision
does not contain an exception for cases where a voucher is sold. Although a waiver of the right of
withdrawal for services pursuant to § 18 para 1 no 1 FAGG is possible under certain conditions,
according to the Austrian Supreme Court the sale of a voucher is not always to be qualified as such a
service. Rather, it should be classified according to whether the transaction to which the voucher
refers is a purchase or service contract.

80 OGH 6 Ob 169/15v = VbR 2016/22.
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